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Protesting DC
mayor arrested
By Jessica Gt»tko

"If this isn't

The Associated Press

BYRON MACK I 1HEBGNEWS
ACOUSTICS: Senior Kat Hartman and Sophomore Jonathan Zachrich play "Silting on the Dock ol ihe Bay' during Tuesday night's Kuumba Fest

culture shock

WASHINGTON — Leaders in D.C.,
including the mayor, took to the
streets to protest congressional control of the nation's capital, blocking traffic and getting
arrested over a federal budget
deal expected to impose renewed
restrictions on the city.
Angry that Congress appears
ready to take away autonomy granted to the city in the last several years,
Mayor Vincent Cray and six council
members, including the chairman,
were among 41 people arrested
Monday outside the Capitol while
protesting the changes. Seven hours
later, they were released from jail.
D.C. has a city government, but
its budget and laws arc subject
to Congressional review. Congress
has had control over the city since
it was founded. District officials
said Washington was used as a
pawn in last week's budget bargaining, with new restrictions part
of the price of a deal.
On Tuesday, Gray called on
civic associations, religious
groups and other organizations
to make their voices heard. He
made an analogy to the protests
in Kgypt and Libya, where he said
citizens' voices led to change.
"Why are we the sacrificial lamb?"
Gray asked.
The district restrictions that were
part of the budget deal reached
Friday were "completely unacceptable." Gray said.
"We needed to make a statement,"
Gray said after his release from jail.
The city will likely be unable to
spend its own tax dollars on abor-

taxation without
representation, I
don't know what is."
Vincent Gray | D.C. Mayor

tions for low-income women. It may
also be banned from spending city
money on needle exchange programs believed vital to curbing the
spread of HIV in the district, where
the disease is considered an epidemic. Also back: a school voucher
program favored by Republicans.
Washington had enjoyed more
freedom in the past four years
when both the House and Senate
were controlled by Democrats, the
party traditionally more friendly to
pleas of autonomy from the heavily
Democratic city.
When Republicans look control of the House in January, the
city readied for changes. Still, city
leaders said they are outraged that
Washington appears to have been
used as a bargaining chip.
"If this isn't taxation without representation, I don't know what is," the
mayor said before being arrested.
He and council members, dressed
in business attire, sat down in the
street outside a Senate office building. U.S. Capitol Police arrested
them, cuffing their hands behind
them with plastic loops, and loaded
them into police wagons to cheers
from the crowd.
They were cited for blocking the
street with an unlawful assembly, a
See PROTEST I Page I
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STEADY: 2004 University Graduate Chris Hatcher balances plastic crates on his chin during Tuesday night's Kuumba Fest.

Kuumba Fest raises funds for new Lake High School sign
ByMaxFilby
Assistant Web Editor

Students and community members helped to raise more than $ 160
for Lake High School on Tuesday
night at the Coalition of Servant
Leaders' Kuumba Fest.
People who paid $3 for a ticket were given free Chipotle and
entered into a raffle to win gift-

cards to local stores such as
Campus Pollyeyes and Starbucks.
Money from the 70 people who
attended will be put toward a new
sign for Lake High school.
"One of our sponsors, the
Presidents Leadership Academy
did a lot with Lake High School
this year, so we wanted to get
involved too, said lennie Hartman,
COSL president."

NATION

The event, which ran from 6:308:30 p.m. in Olscamp 101, featured different talent and cultural
acts by organizations and individual students at the University.
Performances included singing,
dancing and juggling.
Phylicia Wright from the Africana

ANDMAFEHl I IHE BG NEWS
CEREMONY: Freshmen Rebecca Libassi and lyere Okojie hold candles bearing the names of child
abuse victims while watching a sideshow that included children who have passed as well as facts and

See KUUMBA | Page 3

statistics regarding child abuse, at the "Child Abuse Remembrance Ceremony" Tuesday night The event
was hosted by the Collegiate Against Child Abuse and tool place in front of University Hall.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you raise money for?

Drone possibly killed soldiers

Rape problem is ignored

US drone might have been responsible

While speakers denoup.ee the campus

BG Softball pushed its losing streak to 11 games

for the deaths of two American

"rape myth." columnist Kate Noftsinger

Tuesday as it dropped both games of a double-

Freshman. Environmental Health

Marine and Navy medics in southern

insists that the problem reaches far beyond

header to No. 24 Notre Dame. Andrea Arney and

"My student loans." | Pag* 4

Afghanistan last week | Pag* 2

college campuses | Page 4

Paige Betger hammered for the Falcons | Pag* 6

.

Falcons lose 11th straight
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Scheme to sell
baby to child
molester thwarted

NY state Senator
Kruger pleads not
guilty to bribery

Former Ms. Russia
fights new drug
charges in NYC

Body of Calif, man
killed by tsunami
found in Oregon

Jury convicts Mass.
mom who withheld
cancer medication

Cisco plans to shut
its Flip camcorder
business down

INDIANAPOLIS (AP)
- Police have charged lour people
from Indianapolis in a scheme
to sell a baby girl to a convicted
child molester and his sister.

NEW YORK (AP)-A New
York state senator has pleaded
not guilty to charges alleging he
took SI million in bribes in a federal influence-peddling case.

The Indianapolis Star reports
that police say 56-year-old Rose
Faucett and 58-year-old Phillip
A. Hester agreed to sell their
daughter to Michael S Overby
and Debbie Overby for $300.

Democratic Sen. Carl Kruger
of Brooklyn entered the plea
Tuesday. The hearing came days
after prosecutors boosted charges against him. adding bribery

NEW YORK (AP)
- Prosecutors say a former Miss
Russia kept forging prescriptions to get herself painkillers
in New York City even after
she was arrested on charges of
doing the same.

GRANTS PASS.Ore-The
body of a man washed out to
sea last month when the tsunami
from Japan hit the Northern
California coast has been found
more than 300 miles north in
Oregon near the mouth of the
Columbia River

LAWRENCE. Mass.-A
Massachusetts woman who withheld at-home chemotherapy
medications from her autistic,
cancer-stricken son was convicted of attempted murder Tuesday
by jurors who dismissed her claim
that she thought the side effects
of the treatment could kill him.

NEW YORK-Cisco Systems
Inc.. the world's largest maker
of computer networking gear,
on Tuesday said it's killing its
Flip Video camcorder business
as part of a reversal of years of
efforts at diversifying into consumer products.

Outside court in Manhattan.
Kruger's lawyer Benjamin
Brafman said his client "never
accepted bribes from anyone for
any matter and he never abused
his office in any way whatsoever."

The four were arrested Friday
on preliminary charges of child
selling. A court hearing has been
set for Wednesday.
Police say 57-year-old Michael
Overby is a convicted child
molester and 50-year-old Debbie
Overby has been convicted of
child neglect. Michael Overby
also is suspected of signing documents saying he was the baby's
biological father and has been
charged with forgery
Debbie Overby has been
released on bond and declined
to comment Monday. The others
remain jailed.

In court, Brafman said a substantial number of 30.000 calls
intercepted by the FBI during the
investigation involved his client
either directly or indirectly.
Kruger was the powerful
Senate Finance Committee chairman from 2008 to 2010 when
Democrats controlled the Senate.
Prosecutors say he unfairly
helped a developer, a lobbyist
and two hospital executives.

Anna Malova pleaded not
guilty Tuesday to petit larceny,
forgery and other charges in a
new indictment. It adds dozens of
new charges
Malova is being considered for
a program designed to channel
addicted offenders to treatment
instead of jail. Her lawyer says
she has started rehabilitation
Prosecutors say the 39-yearold Malova stole prescription
pads from psychiatrists' offices
She was arrested in February
2010 and again three months
later Prosecutors now say she
kept trying to fill forged prescriptions as recently as this winter
Malova was Miss Russia in
1998 and once finished in the Top
10 in the Miss Universe pageant.

The Oregon State Medical
Examiner's Office said Tuesday
that the body found April 2 at
Fort Stevens State Park by a
person walking on the beach has
been identified as 25-year-old
Dustin Douglas Weber

Kristen LaBne also was found
guilty of child endangerment and
assault and battery for failing
to give her son. Jeremy Fraser,
at least five months of cancer
medications after the boy was
diagnosed with non-Hodgkins
lymphoma in 2006 He died in
2009 at age 9

Family members have said
he had just moved from Bend
to Requa. Calif, on the Yurok
reservation at the mouth of the
Klamath River.

LaBrie. 38. told the jury she
stopped giving him the medications because she couldn't bear
to see how sick the side effects
made him.

He was fixing up a house
given to him by his grandmother
and had gone to the beach to
take photos with friends when
the surge hit him.

Prosecutors portrayed her as
a single mother seething with
resentment because she had to
care for Jeremy alone.

-Jeff Barnard (AP)

LaBrie. who appeared tearyeyed but resigned as the verdict
was read, consoled her sobbing
sister in the front row.

The about-face comes after
several quarters of disappointing
results and challenges in its core
businesses Analysts say the
company has been trying to do
too many different things
A week ago. CEO John
Chambers acknowledged the
criticism, sending employees a
memo vowing to take "bold steps"
to narrow the company's focus
The San Jose, Calif, company
said Tuesday that it expects its
consumer business shakeup will
result in the loss of 550 jobs, or
less than 1 percent of its work
force of about 73.000
It also expects to take restructuring charges of no more than
1300 million spread out over the
current quarter, which ends April
25. and the following one.
- Peter Svensson (AP)

-Denise Lavoie (AP)

BLOTTER

Combat drone may have killed US troops

MON., APRIL 12
SPRING/St'MMIR
Sign one year lease, get half
of 1" Booth's rent FREE!
•NearBGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pas welcome
•Short-term leases available

419-352-7691 mo
cormorantco.com

J

Military is investigating incident of missile fired on Marine, medic

11:42 P.M.
Eric Lundy. of Commercial
Point. Ohio, was cited for
assault at Harshman-Dunbar
Hall.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.
ONLINE: Go to bgvwws.com for the
complete blottet list

By Pauline J.lin.k and
LolilaC. Baldor
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The
military is investigating
what appears to be the
first case of American
troops killed by a missile
fired from a U.S. drone.
The investigation is looking
into the deaths of a Marine

and a Navy medic killed by a
11 > -111 ■ r i - missile fired from a
Predator aftertheyapparently
were mistaken for insurgents
in southern Afghanistan last
week, two senior U.S. defense
officials said Tuesday. The
officials spoke on condition
of anonymity because the
investigation is ongoing.
Unmanned aircraft have
proven to be powerful weap-

ons in Afghanistan and Iraq
and their use has expanded
to new areas and operations
each year of those conflicts.
Some drones are used for
surveillance and some, such
as the drone in this case, are
armed and used for hunting
and killing militants.
Officials said this is the
first case they know of in
which a drone may have
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Signing Special
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PALM SUNDAY | APRIL 17

been involved in a friendly
fire incident in which U.S.
troops were killed, and
they are trying to determine how it happened.
Marine Staff Sgt. Jeremy
Smith of Arlington, Tex., and
Seaman Benjamin D. Rast
of Niles, Mich., were hit
while moving toward other
Marines who were under fire
in Helmand province.

Mon-Fri: 8-4:30
530 s. Maple St

Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

1st

419-352-9378

Sunday Masses | 10:00 a.m., 5:00 p.m., and 9:00 p.m.

DAY OF GRACE | APRIL 18
Mass | 5:15 p.m.

ONE MONTH FREE RENT!
with 12 month lease.
Good through 4/15/11

Confessions | 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

HOLY THURSDAY APRIL 21
Mass | 7:30 p.m.

BENTWOOD ESTATES

GOOD FRIDAY I APRIL 22

• 3 or 4 Bedroom Houses

Stations of the Cross | 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m.

• Air Conditioning

HOLY SATURDAY I APRIL 23

• Garages

Easter Vigil Mass | 8:30 p.m.

• Dishwashers

EASTER SUNDAY I APRIL 24

• Microwaves

Mass | 10:00 a.m.

•Washer and Dryer

* All events will be held at St. Thomas More University Parish
on Thurstin Avenue across from McDonald Residence Hall

ORE

YOUR
CATHOLIC
"l UNIVIHSIT*

419.352.7555
425 Thurstin A v..

(419)352-0717
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KUUMBA
From Page 1
Dance Troupe opened the
cultural show by dancing to
traditional African music
with partner Carissma
Hughes.
"When 1 dance I just let my
body play to the music, mostly the drums," Wright said.
"I've been doing this since I
was five years old."
After dancing, Wright and
Hughes taught members of
the audience how to do some

Wednesday. April 13.20113

simple dance moves from were performing.
their routine.
"It's always good to get out
"Events like this are very and learn about other culimportant," Wright said. tures," Warren said. "The
"It's good for everyone to show has been superb."
have access to different culHartman and others from
tures and see what's valu- the organization titled the
able about them."
annual event Kuumba fest for
Other dancers at Kuumba the Swahili word "Kuumba"
Fest included the Latino which means creativity.
Dance Association, the
"The show went well.
Elem3nt Dance Team and the Students and organizations
United Dance Association don't always get a chance to
perform for a crowd like this,"
student Olivia Toth.
StudentslikeDanielWarren Hartman said. "It's imporcame out to the Kuumba tant to open students up to
Fest to support friends who this kind of thing."

BYRON M«CK

JIG: Olivia Toth perform and Irish daiK'1 during Tuesday Nights Kuumba Fest

me BG NEWS

HARMONY: The ten40. a male acapeHa gioup. performed a mix of pop and rock music during Tuesday night's Kuumba Fest

PROTEST

he is familiar with the homerule light.
Hit Zherka, the executive
From Page 1
director of D.C. Vole, a nonmisdemeanor that can be partisan group that lobbies
resolved by paying a $50 fine. for more independence for
Gray said after he was the district, said his group
released that he was proud doesn't intend to let the
(o be part of the demonstra- budget pass this week withLeasing Office Located at:
tion and would continue to out a fight.
fight the restrictions, but
"We're not going to 1045 N. Main St. \
accept that they decided
wasn't specific.
Gray became the sec- to throw the District of 419-353-5800
ond DC. mayor to go lo jail Columbia under the bus," meccabg.com
while advocating for home Zherka said.
rule. Sharon Pratt Kelly was
Hut while the news is
arrested during a statehood considered a setback for the
protest in August 1993. Gray capital cily and its 000,000
Management Inc.
also was a council member residents, the restrictions
before becoming mayor, so wouldn't be new.

MECCA

GREENBRIAR, INC.

WILLOW
HOUSE
Willow House Apts.
830 4,h St.
•1 Bedroom*
•1 Bath•Dishwasher*
•Garbage Disposal*
•Air Conditioning*
•Free Off Street Parking*

419-352-0717
GREAT SELECTION OF:

1,2,3,and 4 Bedroom
Apartments & Houses
Available for Fall 2011
^TTTl?T'mM
Pet Friendly Units Available
GRADUATE STUDENT APARTMENTS
(1 bedroom & efficiencies)

445 K. Wooster Bowling (Jrien. OH 4J402

www.greenbriarrentals.com

"urban nu-sense" £ the BGSD Arts Village present:

"the outlet"
-come get plugged inWednesday, april 20th
the clazel theater - 125 n. main - bg, oh
- featuring -

CUMBIMi POETREE
(spoken word,

M i

nyc)

8:00pm featured visual artist: jack hedrick
open mic & spoken word
$5 donation @ door
contact: 419.494.2672 info@urban-nusense.com
www.urban-nusense.com
www.ClimbingPoeTree.com

S. T. I. T. C. H. E. D

(Stories, Testimonies, Intentions, Truths,
Confessions, Healing, Expressions, Dreams)

a workshop by climbing* poetree
'ART is our WEAPON,
our MEDICINE,
our VOICE,
our VISION"

Wednesday, April 20th, 2011
5:30pm - 7pm @ the arts village (kreischer)

FREE & OPEN to ALL/50 SEAT LIMIT!!!

TO SIGN UP, EMAIL: info@urban-nusense.com
events co-sponsored by & H.U.E
The Ethnic Cultural Art.
-=jnj

FORUM

"One of our sponsors, the President's Leadership Academy did a lot with Lake High School this
year, so we wanted to get involved too."
- Jennie Hartman, Coalition of Servant Leaders [see story, pg. 1]
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would you raise money for?
"Lupus Foundation"

'Ecological

"Arthritis

Research"

Foundation or

"Homeless

f\
^S

strippers'

VISITUSAT
B6VKWSXOM

Shriners Hospital

Have your own take on

for Children"

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
CAIUYN KOLEHMAINEN,
Sophomore.
Marine Biology

SARAH KEEHHEN,
Sophomore.
Pre-Vet

TARAORME.
Sophomore,
Ecology

PATRICK IFFLAHD,
Freshman.
Architecture

a question? &ve us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

Campus rape issue called a myth by some disbelievers

Vice President Joe Biden is
trying to make college a safer
place for women. As part of
a federal initiative to prevent
sexual assault, as well as victim-blaming. Biden recently
quoted Ms. Magazine, telling the nation "rape is rape."
There is no other kind.
And then someone stepped
up for their 15 minutes of
fame, calling rape a myth.
Who is this appalling voice
of disbelief? Heather Mac
Donald, a favorite "expert" of
conservative news outlets
who keeps busy with heartless commentary about people getting what they deserve.
Just last week she was a guest
on Fox News, explaining
why no one should ever give
money to the homeless.
Simultaneously appearing
in the Chicago Sun-Times,
Mac Donald scornfully asked
her audience to "imagine"
the campus rape epidemic
— because there's a greater
chance economics classes are
taught by the Tooth Fairy.
"If 18-year-old girls were
in fact walking into such a
grotesque maelstrom of

sexual violence when they
first picked up their dormitory room key, parents and
students alike would have
demanded a radical restructuring of college life years
ago," Mac Donald said.
Because, like the masterminds behind the "No
Taxpayer for Abortion Act"
tried to convince Congress,
there's real rape, also known
as stranger rape or "forcible rape" and then there's
fake rape, gray rape, or date
rape — all lesser crimes not
worth reporting.
But tell that to a woman
who was sexually assaulted by someone she knew
and trusted.
The irony is you wouldn't
have to, because most
acquaintance rape goes unreported. It's rather traumatic,
labeling someone you know
a criminal. Most victims feel
shame and guilt, convinced
they did something wrong or
invited the attack. And sadly,
most victims know they will
not be believed. This doubt
is known as victim-blaming
and it's a phenomenon critics
like Mac Donald are all too
eager to employ.
There is no worse rape
apologist than Mac Donald.
She scoffs at any university
resources, claiming "every

Proper diet vital to
good workouts
Exercise alone will not improve muscle mass
By Juan Lop«
The Nevada Sagebrush
University of Nevada-Reno
College News Network

There are few things I enjoy
more than working out—only
sleep and sex hold priority
over my gym time. The feeling
of strain and pain my body
endures on a daily basis gives
me a rush as well as giving
me thick veins in places there
shouldn't be any.
But it wasn't long ago that
I hated the gym more than
anything. I would push myself
past my limits and sacrifice
hour after hour lifting weights
— and it was all for nothing.'
I wasn't seeing results after
working out. It frustrated me

looking in the mirror and seeing the same body day after
day. I was wasting my time
and wasn't getting stronger.
But instead of giving up, I
reached out to some buff guys
I always saw in the gym — figuratively speaking, of course.
They all told me the same
thing — what you put into
your body is more important than anything you do
in the gym.
I was under the terrible
impression that if I wanted a
Mario Lopez-type body, all it
would take were long hours of
lifting weights. So I finally took
a look at supplements.
Above all else, protein is the
most important muscle-building substance.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ Email us at thenews®bgnews.cora
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
9*9*-

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

campus has a robust sexualviolence bureaucracy which
sits idle, waiting for the shellshocked casualties of rape
to crawl through their doors.
The victims never come —
because they don't exist."
She calls Biden's agenda
unnecessary and alludes to
the unfair investigation of
Yale's "sexually hostile environment." Remember how a
group of Yale fraternity pledges mocked "Take Back the
Night" outside the Women's
Center back in October? Yeah
— not a big deal, according to
Mac Donald.
In fact, we should know
campus rape is pretend,
because these days there
are more women in college,
"where they are free to boogie through as many drunken
frat parties as they can before
passing out from over inhalation of Kahlua and cream."
While a young woman
would become more intoxicated from over-using mouthwash than Mac Donald's beverage of choice, you get the
point — slutty girls who outnumber boys in higher education think they can have
it all, including cocktails and
promiscuous sex.
Because higher enrollment denotes equality, rape
must really be about retali-

By Jilli.n Atimowcii
The Kansas State Collegian
Kansas State University
College News Network

I have been known to stand
on my health soapbox and
preach the benefits of all
mannersofnutrition-related
practices. Generally, I give a
spiel about the wonders of
eating right, getting enough
exercise and being healthy
on every possible level.
However, today I am moving from my organically
grown and chemical-free
columns in a slightly different direction.
No one likes to be a perfect example of physical wellbeing all the time. Everyone
loves to indulge in feel-good
activities and, sometimes,
this immoderation can lead
to feelings of guilt. The good
news is, some of our favorite
guilty pleasure foods actually have real health benefits that are both surprising
and valuable.

k
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Who reading this loves
chocolate? I myself am definitely one of chocolate's bigger fans. This sweet indulgence is one of the world's
most popular treats, and,
according to "Candy Facts"
on thechocolatestore.com,
Americans consume 2.8
billion pounds of chocolate
every year.
The good news is, eating a small amount of dark
chocolate every day has
been shown to make you a
healthier person. According
to Mark Stibich in the April
26, 2009, article "Health
Benefits of Chocolate" on
longevity.about.com, eating dark chocolate has been
shown to improve cardiovascular health, lower
blood pressure and lower
the level of LDL, which is
the bad cholesterol found
in the body.
Dark chocolate is so effective, in fact, that it can lower
LDL cholesterol 10 percent,
which is a substantial reduc-

tion. There are other foods body. This does not mean
that help lower this type of that you can kill an entire
heart-congesting fat. such as bottle of Bonne's Farm or
beans, garlic and soy-based split a 30-pack with your
products. But would you friends and still be doing
rather have a dark chocolate something good for yourself,
candy bar or an organic soy but there are more benefits
and garlic burger?
to imbibing than meets the
Some people might be untrained, sober eye.
concerned with the fat
Wine has been around for
content in chocolate, but thousands of years and has
according to Stibich's article, been a major influence in
the fat found in dark choco- many parts of history. Most
late is one-third oleic acid, people our age are drinking
which is a healthy fat found wine because it gets them
in other foods, like olive oil. drunk, not because it has
Another third is stearic acid, high levels of antioxidants
which has a neutral effect that reduce the risk of dison cholesterol. The only ease, aging and degeneraunhealthy fat dark in choco- tive conditions. According to
late is palmitic acid, which Joy Bauer in the June 6,2008.
accounts for the rest of the MSNBC article, "Is Wine
total fat content.
Good For You?" a glass of
What is a great way to red wine has high amounts
unwind after a long day? i it f la va in HI I s, which are freeWhat about a nice glass of radical fighting chemicals.
wine or a cold beer? Many Wine also contains somepeople probably do not real- thing called resveratrol,
ize that drinking wine and which prevents plaque from
beer both have health ben- forming in arteries and preefits that are good for your vents blood clotting.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

ANDREA FEHt PHOTO EDITOR

Website: http.//www.bgviews.com

Respond to Kate at
thenews@bgnews.com

"Guilty pleasure" foods offer surprising health benefits, including preventing disease, stroke

Bowling Green State University

Email: uHenews@bgnews.com

tual accuracy of Koss's findings, which is misleading
— to say the least.
Because women are portrayed as the only victims
of sexual violence, roaming
the streets with pepper spray
and rape whistles, it's always
shocking when one of these
"walking targets" says rape
doesn't happen. "She would
know," the media seems to
say, "She is a woman."
But the Rape, Abuse and
IncestNationalNetwork, the
nation's largest anti-sexual
violence organization, uses
data discovered through a
partnership between the
National Institute for Justice
and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The leading statistic says
one in six women will be a
victim of sexual assault or
attempted sexual assault in
her lifetime — and that 60
percent will go unreported.
Mac Donald was right.
There isn't a "campus" rape
epidemic — there is a rape
epidemic. But more importantly, there is an epidemic
of silence. And that's what
happens when victims
aren't believed.

Chocolate and beer can be healthy

210 West Hall

Bowling Green, Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966

ation. Mac Donald refers to Roiphe fixated on the "one in
Laura Session Stepp, author four" statistic first published
of Unhooked and inventor of by Ms. Magazine. This fig"gray rape," who agrees rape ure was the result of a 1987
is merely the regret following nationwide survey completed
the "roll and scream" when by psychologist Mary Koss at
young women realize who is Kent State University. Using
in their bed the next morning. the Ohio penal code's definiMac Donald is a worthy tion of rape, the numbers of
adversary, taking time off college-aged women affected
from defending racism in were overwhelming.
her conservative publication,
As Paula Kamen wrote in
"City Journal," to publicly side "Erasing Rape," an article
with rapists. She is an official supported by Fairness and
enemy of Mother Jones. And Accuracy in Reporting, the
she's beating a dead horse data revealed "15 percent
with her "nobody's raping of women had been raped,
anybody" denial.
with 28 percent experiencI preferred Mac Donald's ing either rape or attemptarticle the first time I read it, ed rape. Eleven percent of
back in 2008. "The Campus women had been raped
Rape Myth" portrayed a crisis through force or the threat
center where the phone never of harm, with 19 percent
rang. And when rape did hap- indicating either completed
pen, it was the fault of hippies, or attempted forcible rape."
free love, and of course, femiHowever, several women
nism. Like a Mama Grizzly with stories matching the
before her time, Mac Donald legal definition still did not
prescribed abstaining from consider wh.it happened to
sex and alcohol to avoid con- them "real rape." In the psyfusion about consent and chological journal where the
demanded colleges stop study first appeared, rationalwasting money on things like ization as a coping mechawomen's safety.
nism to avoid stigmatization
But really, I liked that arti- was a particularly interesting
cle better the first time Katie detail of the reputable survey.
Roiphe wrote it to preview
But Mac Donald and othher book The Morning After, ers have used those subjects'
back in 1993.
testimonies, "I never called
Both Mac Donald and it rape," to dispute the fac-
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Cooking oil dump
gives Rl city eau
de f rench fries

Maine man teaches
legal techniques
for growing pot

Police: Duo stole
tools, tried to sell
to victim

Demoted Ohio
senator moves out
on his boss

NH cops seek
woman accused of
lifting 14 lobsters

No strings
attached: Puppets
robbed in Hawaii

CRANSTON. R.I. (AP)
- Some 50 gallons of used
cooking oil has been spilled over
several streets in a Rhode Island
city, leaving behind the smell of
french fries.

PORTLAND. Maine (AP)-A
Maine man is teaching people
how to grow medical manjuana
at what s being called "Marijuana
State University."

YORK. Pa (AP)-Police say
two people swiped tools from
a central Pennsylvania home
then unwittingly tried to sell
them back to their owner at his
place of employment

COLUMBUS (AP)-A state
senator in Ohio who's sore about
being demoted has decided he
can no longer live with his boss.
the Republican Senate president

ROCHESTER. N.H (AP)
- Police in Rochester. N H.
would like to get their claws on a
woman accused of shoplifting 14
live lobsters.

The Columbus Dispatch
reports Republican Sen. Bill Seitz
of Cincinnati has moved out of
the Columbus condominium
he shared with President Tom
Niehaus of New Richmond, down
the Ohio River from Cincinnati.

Authorities released a surveillance photo Monday that
shows the woman pushing a
shopping cart near the front of
the Milton Road Market Basket
grocery store.

HONOLULU - Thieves
broke into a performing arts
organization's van and stole three
puppets worth $10,000. cutting
the company's cast in half in the
middle of a popular tour and
prompting wor-dig through trash bins m search
of the missing characters

Cranston Deputy Fire Chief
Keith Newman says the soybean oil was kept in 5-gallon
containers that apparently fell
off a truck Monday Firefighters
found the containers in four
spots around Cranston.
The cooking oil was spilled
along an entire block of one
street, a mess left for environmental officials to clean up.
Newman told WJAR-TV
that his clothes smelled like
french fries after he got back
to the fire station.
The fire department is
searching for the driver who
made the mess.

Fifty-six-year-old Ray
Logan has been growing marijuana for 30 years, but when
he started it was a recreational
and illegal hobby Now he's
taking advantage of Maine s
medical marijuana law to share
his expertise legally.
He taught his first class earlier
this month in Portland. More
classes are scheduled.
The Portland Press Herald
says Logan is offering three-hour
workshops for people who want
to learn how to grow high-quality
marijuana in their homes.
Maine's medical marijuana
law allows registered patients.
caregivers and dispensaries to
grow marijuana to treat certain
medical conditions.

West York Police say the
victim was approached by two
people at a service center March
24 trying to sell him some toots.
The victim thought the toolbox
looked familiar and went home to
find he'd been robbed.
Police tell The York Dispatch
they soon arrested 34-year-old
Cody Lee Littrell. of Hanover, and
32-year-old Rebecca Erinn Dice.
of Dillsburg. Both face charges
including theft and receiving
stolen property.
Littrell is free on bail. A phone
number for him could not immediately be located Tuesday Dice
remains behind bars

and Reform Committee.

Police tell the Foster's Dairy
Democrat that the woman
entered the store Friday afternoon and asked for a selection
of lobster from the clerk in the
seafood department.

Niehaus said he made the
move because Seitz was preparing a substitute version of a bill
without letting the sponsor know.

Store employees say the
woman received the lobsters and
then left the store without paying She left in a blue van with a
partial license plate "222."

Seitz also had ruffled GOP
feathers by opposing the bill that
became Ohio's new collective
bargaining law. which limits the

Police Capt. Paul
Callaghan says the 14 lifted
lobsters amounted to about
16 pounds of seafood

union rights of public employees.

To avoid conflicts with police.
Logan uses basil rather than
marijuana in his classes to demonstrate the growing techniques.

\MsUM

Seitz says he can no longer
afford the "high-priced digs"
since Niehaus last week took
away his chairmanship of the
Senates Government Oversight

Maui Academy 11 Performing
Arts officials said the cloth-covered foam puppets were created
in 2009 by puppeteer Frink
Kane, who once worked for
Jim Henson and the Moppets.
and stolen Saturday night in
Kahului. The group made a plea
for the public s help in locating
the missing puppets as workers
searched roads and trash bins
for any sign of them.
They re really not of any
value to whoever took them,
but they re of great value to
us." executive and artistic
director David Johnston said
Monday "We scoured the area
looking fur them."

- Jennifer Kelleher (AP)

0^&* > The foot contains 26 bones, 33 joints,
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107 ligaments and 19 muscles.
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MECCA

1045N.MainSt7B
Bowling Green, OH

Management Inc.

419-353-5800

This is the summer
to access our
outstanding faculty
and transfer-ready
courses.
At Columbus State, a faculty focused
on teaching stands ready to share
their knowledge in classrooms all
over central Ohio and over the web.
From our Downtown Campus to our
unique new Delaware Campus and
our Off Campus Centers, we offer
day, night weekend and online
classes to accommodate your summer work and/or play schedule.
If you're ready to use your Columbus
State connections, visit our website.

3 Bedroom Townhouses/Homes/Apts.
Only a Few Left

Downtown Campus
Delaware Campus
Off-Campus Centers offering
summer courses:
Dublin
Bolton Field
Gahanna
Tolles
Grove City
Westerville
Marysville
Pickaway
Southeast

cscc.edu/summer

MBUS STATE

if "s where the world is going

CSCC.edu

614287-5353

Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com

HEY!!!

SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
GREENBR1AR, INC.
Call for details!

445 Kasl Wnoster St. • 352-0717
« » ».<ii mibmrKinlals.ioni
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"One of our sponsors, the President's Leadership Academy did a lot with Lake High School this
year, so we wanted to get involved too."
- Jennie Hartman, Coalition of Servant Leaders [see story, pg. 1]
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"Arthritis

Research"

Foundation or

"Homeless
^

strippers"

MVKWS.COM

Haw your own take on

Shriners Hospital

todays People On The

for Children"

Street? Or a suggestion for
TARAORME.

SARAH KEEHNEN,
Sophomore.
Pre-Vet

Sophomore,
Ecology

CAIUYHKOUHMAINEN.

PATRICK IFFLAND,

a question? Give us your

Sophomore,
Marine Biology

Freshman.
Architecture

feedback at bgviews.com.

Campus rape issue called a myth by some disbelievers
W
KATI
BfCeOJMNOFTSINGER
*^M ■

Vice President Joe Biden is
trying to make college a safer
place for women. As part of
a federal initiative to prevent
sexual assault, as well as victim-blaming, Biden recently
quoted Ms. Magazine, telling the nation "rape is rape."
There is no other kind.
And then someone stepped
up for their 15 minutes of
fame, calling rape a myth.
Who is this appalling voice
of disbelief? Heather Mac
Donald, a favorite "expert" of
conservative news outlets
who keeps busy with heartless commentary about people getting what they deserve,
lust last week she was a guest
on Fox News, explaining
why no one should ever give
money to the homeless.
Simultaneously appearing
in the Chicago Sun-Times,
Mac Donald scornfully asked
her audience to "imagine"
the campus rape epidemic
— because there's a greater
chance economics classes are
taught by the Tooth Fairy.
"If 18-year-old girls were
in fact walking into such a
grotesque maelstrom of

sexual violence when they
first picked up their dormitory room key, parents and
students alike would have
demanded a radical restructuring of college life years
ago," Mac Donald said.
Because, like the masterminds behind the "No
Taxpayer for Abortion Act"
tried to convince Congress,
there's real rape, also known
as stranger rape or "forcible rape" and then there's
fake rape, gray rape, or date
rape — all lesser crimes not
worth reporting.
But tell that to a woman
who was sexually assaulted by someone she knew
and trusted.
The irony is you wouldn't
have to, because most
acquaintance rape goes unreported. It's rather traumatic,
labeling someone you know
a criminal. Most victims feel
shame and guilt, convinced
they did something wrong or
invited the attack. And sadly,
most victims know they will
not be believed. This doubt
is known as victim-blaming
and it's a phenomenon critics
like Mac Donald are all too
eager to employ.
There is no worse rape
apologist than Mac Donald.
She scoffs at any university
resources, claiming "every

Proper diet vital to
good workouts
Exercise alone will not improve muscle mass
By Juan Lopai
The Nevada Sagebrush
University of Nevada-Reno
College News Network

There are few things I enjoy
more than working out—only
sleep and sex hold priority
over my gym time. The feeling
of strain and pain my body
endures on a daily basis gives
me a rush as well as giving
me thick veins in places there
shouldn't be any.
But it wasn't long ago that
I hated the gym more than
anything 1 would push myself
past my limits and sacrifice
hour after hour lifting weights
— and it was all for nothing.'
I wasn't seeing results after
working out. It frustrated me

looking in the mirror and seeing the same body day after
day. I was wasting my time
and wasn't getting stronger.
But instead of giving up, I
reached out to some buff guys
I always saw in the gym — figuratively speaking, of course.
They all told me the same
thing — what you put into
your body is more important than anything you do
in the gym.
I was under the terrible
impression that if I wanted a
Mario Lopez-type body, all it
would take were long hours of
lifting weights. So I finally took
a look at supplements.
Above all else, protein is the
most important muscle-building substance.

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us tor letters to the editor:
■ Email us at th«»Tevvs®bgnevvsxom.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

campus has a robust sexualviolence bureaucracy which
sits idle, waiting for the shellshocked casualties of rape
to crawl through their doors.
The victims never come —
because they don't exist."
She calls Biden's agenda
unnecessary and alludes to
the unfair investigation of
Yale's "sexually hostile environment." Remember how a
group of Yale fraternity pledges mocked "Take Back the
Night" outside the Women's
Center back in October? Yeah
— not a big deal, according to
Mac Donald.
In fact, we should know
campus rape is pretend,
because these days there
are more women in college,
"where they are free to boogie through as many drunken
frat parties as they can before
passing out from over inhalation of Kahlua and cream."
While a young woman
would become more intoxicated from over-using mouthwash than Mac Donald's beverage of choice, you get the
point — shitty girls who outnumber boys in higher education think they can have
it all. including cocktails and
promiscuous sex.
Because higher enrollment denotes equality, rape
must really be about retali-

By Jlllian Aramowch
The Kansas State Collegian
Kansas State University
College News Network

I have been known to stand
on my health soapbox and
preach the benefits of all
mannersof nutrition-related
practices. Generally, I give a
spiel about the wonders of
eating right, getting enough
exercise and being healthy
on every possible level.
However, today I am moving from my organically
grown and chemical-free
columns in a slightly different direction.
No one likes to be a perfect example of physical wellbeing all the time. Everyone
loves to indulge in feel-good
activities and, sometimes,
this immoderation can lead
to feelings of guilt. The good
news is, some of our favorite
guilty pleasure foods actually have real health benefits that are both surprising
and valuable.
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— to say the least.

Because women are portrayed as the only victims
of sexual violence, roaming
the streets with pepper spray
and rape whistles, it's always
shocking when one of these
"walking targets" says rape
doesn't happen. "She would
know," the media seems to
say, "She is a woman."
But the Rape, Abuse and
Incest NationalNetwork.the
nation's largest anti-sexual
violence organization, uses
data discovered through a
partnership between the
National Institute for Justice
and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.
The leading statistic says
one in six women will be a
victim of sexual assault or
attempted sexual assault in
her lifetime — and that 60
percent will go unreported.
Mac Donald was right.
There isn't a "campus" rape
epidemic — there is a rape
epidemic. But more importantly, there is an epidemic
of silence. And that's what
happens when victims
aren't believed.

Respond to Kate at
thenews@bgnews.com

Who reading this loves tion. There are other foods
chocolate? I myself am defi- that help lower this type of
nitely one of chocolate's big- heart-congestingfat,suchas
ger fans. This sweet indul- beans, garlic and soy-based
gence is one of the world's products. But would you
most popular treats, and, rather have a dark chocolate
according to "Candy Facts" candy bar or an organic soy
on thechocolatestore.com, and garlic burger?
Americans consume 2.8
Some people might be
billion pounds of chocolate concerned with the fat
content in chocolate, but
every year.
The good news is, eat- according to Stibich's article,
ing a small amount of dark the fat found in dark chocochocolate every day has late is one-third oleic acid,
been shown to make you a which is a healthy fat found
healthier person. According in other foods, like olive oil.
to Mark Stibich in the April Another third is stearic acid,
26, 2009, article "Health which has a neutral effect
Benefits of Chocolate" on on cholesterol. The only
longevity.about.com, eat- unhealthy fat dark in chocoing dark chocolate has been late is palmitic acid, which
shown to improve cardio- accounts for the rest of the
vascular health, lower total fat content.
blood pressure and lower
What is a great way to
the level of LDL, which is unwind after a long day?
the bad cholesterol found What about a nice glass of
in the body.
wine or a cold beer? Many
Dark chocolate is so effec- people probably do not realtive, in fact, that it can lower ize that drinking wine and
LDL cholesterol 10 percent, beer both have hearth benwhich is a substantial reduc- efits that are good for your

body. This does not mean
that you can kill an entire
bottle of Boone's Farm or
split a 30-pack with your
friends and still be doing
something good for yourself,
but there are more benefits
to imbibing than meets the
untrained, sober eye.
Wine has been around for
thousands of years and has
been a major influence in
many parts of history. Most
people our age are drinking
wine because it gets them
drunk, not because it has
high levels of antioxidants
that reduce the risk of disease, aging and degenerativeconditions.Accordingto
Joy Bauer in the June 6,2008,
MSNBC article, "Is Wine
Good For You?" a glass of
red wine has high amounts
of f lava noids, which are freeradical fighting chemicals.
Wine also contains something called resveratrol,
which prevents plaque from
forming in arteries and prevents blood dotting.
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tual accuracy of Koss's findings, which is misleading

"Guilty pleasure" foods offer surprising health benefits, including preventing disease, stroke

210 West HaH

Email: thenews@bgnews.com

Roiphe fixated on the "one in
four" statistic first published
by Ms. Magazine. This figure was the result of a 1987
nationwide survey completed
by psychologist Mary Koss at
Kent State University. Using
the Ohio penal code's definition of rape, the numbers of
college-aged women affected
were overwhelming.
As Paula Kamen wrote in
"Erasing Rape," an article
supported by Fairness and
Accuracy in Reporting, the
data revealed "15 percent
of women had been raped,
with 28 percent experiencing either rape or attempted rape. Eleven percent of
women had been raped
through force or the threat
of harm, with 19 percent
indicating either completed
or attempted forcible rape."
However, several women
with stories matching the
legal definition still did not
consider what happened to
them "real rape." In the psychological journal where the
study first appeared, rationalization as a coping mechanism to avoid stigmatization
was a particularly interesting
detail of the reputable survey.
But Mac Donald and others have used those subjects'
testimonies, "I never called
it rape," to dispute the fac-

Chocolate and beer can be healthy

Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 454031 Phone. (419) 572-6966

ation. Mac Donald refers to
Laura Session Stepp, author
of Unhooked and inventor of
"gray rape," who agrees rape
is merely the regret following
the "roll and scream" when
young women realize who is
in their bed the next morning.
Mac Donald is a worthy
adversary, taking time off
from defending racism in
her conservative publication,
"City Journal," to publicly side
with rapists. She is an official
enemy of Mother Jones. And
she's beating a dead horse
with her "nobody's raping
anybody" denial.
I preferred Mac Donald's
article the first time 1 read it,
back in 2008. "The Campus
Rape Myth" portrayed a crisis
center where the phone never
rang. And when rape did happen, it was the fault of hippies,
free love, and of course, feminism. Like a Mama Grizzly
before her time, Mac Donald
prescribed abstaining from
sex and alcohol to avoid confusion about consent and
demanded colleges stop
wasting money on things like
women's safety.
But really, I liked that article better the first time Katie
Roiphe wrote it to preview
her book The Morning After,
back in 1993.
Both Mac Donald and
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Cooking oil dump
gives Rl city eau
de f rench fries

Maine man teaches
legal techniques
for growing pot

Police: Duo stole
tools, tried to sell
to victim

Demoted Ohio
senator moves out
on his boss

NH cops seek
woman accused of
lifting 14 lobsters

No strings
attached: Puppets
robbed in Hawaii

CRANSTON. R.I. (AP)
- Some 50 gallons of used
cooking oil has been spilled over
several streets in a Rhode Island
city, leaving behind the smell of
french fries.

PORTLAND.Maine (AP)-A
Maine man is teaching people
how to grow medical marijuana
at what's being called "Marijuana
State University."

YORK. Pa. (AP)-Police say
two people swiped tools from
a central Pennsylvania home
then unwittingly tried to sell
them back to their owner at his
place of employment

COLUMBUS (AP)-A state
senator m Ohio who's sore about
being demoted has decided he
can no longer live with his boss.
the Republican Senate president.

ROCHESTER. NH(AP)
- Poke in Rochester. N.H..
would like to get their claws on a
woman accused of shoplifting 14

The Columbus Dispatch
reports Republican Sen. Bill Seitz
of Cincinnati has moved out of
the Columbus condominium
he shared with President Tom
Niehaus of New Richmond, down
the Ohio River from Cincinnati.

Authorities released a surveillance photo Monday that
shows the woman pushing a
shopping cart near the front of
the Milton Road Market Basket
grocery store.

HONOLULU -Thwves
broke into a performing arts
organization's van and stole three
puppets worth 110.000. cutting
the company's cast in half in the
middle of a popular tour and
prompting workers to Frantically
dig through trash bins in search
of the missing characters.

Cranston Deputy Fire Chief
Keith Newman says the soybean oil was kept in 5-gallon
containers that apparently fell
off a truck Monday. Firefighters
found the containers in four
spots around Cranston.
The cooking oil was spilled
along an entire block of one
street, a mess left for environmental officials to clean up.
Newman told WJAR-TV
that his clothes smelled like
french fries after he got back
to the fire station.
The fire department is
searching for the driver who
made the mess.

Fifty-six-year-old Ray
Logan has been growing marijuana for 30 years, but when
he started it was a recreational
and illegal hobby. Now he's
taking advantage of Maine's
medical marijuana law to share
his expertise legally.
He taught his first class earlier
this month in Portland. More
classes are scheduled.
The Portland Press Herald
says Logan is offering three-hour
workshops for people who want
to learn how to grow high-guality
marijuana in their homes.
Maine's medical marijuana
law allows registered patients.
caregivers and dispensaries to
grow marijuana to treat certain
medical conditions.

West York Police say the
victim was approached by two
people at a service center March
24 trying to sell him some tools.
The victim thought the toolbox
looked familiar and went home to
find he'd been robbed.
Police tell The York Dispatch
they soon arrested 54-year-old
Cody Lee Littrell. of Hanover, and
52-year-old Rebecca Erinn Dice.
of Dillsburg. Both face charges
including theft and receiving
stolen property
Littrell is free on bail. A phone
number for him could not immediately be located Tuesday. Dice
remains behind bars.

To avoid conflicts with police,
Logan uses basil rather than
marijuana in his classes to demonstrate the growing techniques.

Seitz says he can no longer
afford the "high-priced digs"
since Niehaus last week took
away his chairmanship of the
Senates Government Oversight
and Reform Committee.
Niehaus said he made the
move because Seitz was preparing a substitute version of a bill
without letting the sponsor know.
Seitz also had ruffled GOP
feathers by opposing the bill that
became Ohio's new collective
bargaining law. which limits the
union rights of public employees.

live lobsters

Poke tell the Foster's Daily
Democrat that the woman
entered the store Friday afternoon and asked for a selection
of lobster from the clerk in the
seafood department.
Store employees say the
woman received the lobsters and
then left the store without paying. She left in a blue van with a
partial license plate "222.'
Police Capt. Paul
Callaghan says the 14 lifted
lobsters amounted to about
16 pounds of seafood.

Maui Academy of Performing
Arts officials said the cloth-covered foam puppets were created
in 2009 by puppeteer Frank
Kane, who once worked for
Jim Henson and the Muppets.
and stolen Saturday night in
Kahului. The gioup made a plea
for the publics help in locating
the missing puppets as workers
searched roads and trash bins
for any sign of them.
Theyre really not of any
value to whoever took them,
but they re of great value to
us." executive and artistic
director David Johnston said
Monday. "We scoured the area
looking for them."

- Jennifer Ketleher (AP)

40P<K
The foot contains 26 bones, 33 joints,
^Tjfc
107 ligaments and 19 muscles.

Speedy «^fc>
Burnto %;<*
2011-12
School Year
Listings Available
MAKE AN OFFER!

SpeeduBurritos.com
A

419-806-4727
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M • . I AT HEAITHV

ENTR N

A «BEHIND

DOMINO S

425E.WOOSTER

Fri. & Sat.12pm-3am
.49c beef tacos
S1.99 burritos!

www.cartyrentals.com
Look.ng to wrap up
Final few houses
Allowed up to
7 on lease
303 E. Merry
146 S. College
315 E. Merry
•■ •

•-«t*oCamDus* Blocks
.'. town * Free Internet

419.353.0325

WE DELIVER!

You've
got some
■.**" ^T^V-l

1045N.MainSt7B
Bowling Green, OH

Management Inc.

419-353-5800

back home.
Apply Now
Summer Registration
Begins April 25

Summer Classes
Begin

This is the summer
to access our
outstanding faculty
and transfer-ready
courses.
At Columbus State, a faculty focused
on teaching stands ready to share
their knowledge in classrooms all
over central Ohio and over the web.
From our Downtown Campus to our
unique new Delaware Campus and
our Off Campus Centers, we offer
day. night weekend and online
classes to accommodate your summer work and/or play schedule.
If you're ready to use your Columbus
State connections, visit our website.

3 Bedroom Townhouses/Homes/Apts.
Only a Few Left

Downtown Campus
Delaware Campus
Off-Campus Centers offering
summer courses:
Bolton Field
Dublin
Gahanna
Tolles
Grove City
Westerville
Pickaway
Marysville
Southeast

cscc.edu/summer

M where the world is going
CSCC.edU

614 2875353

Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com
SUMMER LEASES NOW AVAILABLE!
445 Kasl Hiwli-r SI. • 352-0717
cm I:\BKI\U. INC.
«\\».<;ii,nl>ibi KinUtkinm
Call for details'
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Evans named new assistant women's soccer coach
By The BG News Spotts Staff

fresh ideas and a strong work ethic
to our program."
In2009,Evanshelpedleadlllinois
BG women's soccer coach Andy
Richards has announced Kellie Statetoa 12-7-1 record and both the
Evans ashis assistant coach after two Missouri Valley Conference regular-season and tournament chamseasons at Illinois State University.
"I am excited to have Kellie join pionships. Evans and the Redbird
the Bowling Green coaching staff staff were voted MVC Coaching
and am excited for her to get to Staff of the Year.
Last season, Illinois State went
work with our student-athletes."
Richards said. "She was at the top 9-7-2 overall and advanced to the
of my list from the very begin- semifinal round of the conferning to the very end of the search ence tournament.
"I am thrilled to become a part
process, and 1 believe she will
add tremendous expertise and a of the Bowling Green family,"
Evans said. "I have a great deal
competitive spirit.
"Kellie has proven herself at both of respect for coach Richards and
Oregon State and Illinois State to am thankful for the opportunity
be an excellent coach, and I am to join his staff and work in the
looking forward to her bringing MAC. Everyone I met with, from

the players to the administration,
is committed to the future of the
women's soccer program.
"It is clearly an exciting time to
be a part of Bowling Green athletics, and I could not be more excited
about the opportunity."
Prior to Illinois State, Evans
was an assistant coach at Nichols
School in Buffalo, N.Y., where she
went after spending two years
as an assistant coach at Oregon
State University.
Evans gained coaching experience in 2006, when she was a volunteer assistant coach at Huntingdon
College in Montgomery, Ala. She
was the head coach for Hillsborough
County United U9 and U14 in
Tampa, Fla., from 2006-07, and was

"Kellie has proven herself at both Oregon State
and Illinois State to be an excellent coach, and I
am looking forward to her bringing fresh ideas
and a strong work ethic to our program."
Andy Richards | BG women's soccer coach

also the assistant coach at Durant
High School in Plant City, Fla.
At the club level, Evans worked
with the Florida Olympic
Development Program. In 2010
she earned her National Soccer
Coaches Association of American
National Diploma.
As a player at Auburn University
from 2000-03, Evans lead the tigers

to three NCAA tournaments and
the 2002 Southeastern Conference
championship. She set an Auburn
record for assists in a season (13 in
2000) and ranks second in school
history with 30 career assists.
In 2000, Evans was named to the
SEC'sAll-ToumamentTeamandwas
named a Freshman All-American
by Soccer Buzz.

Falcons drop doubleheader to
Notre Dame for 11th straight loss
By The BG News Sports Staff

The BG Softball team entered
Tuesday's doubleheader with Notre
Dame on a nine-game losing streak
while the Irish were riding a ninegame winning streak.
Both teams are heading in
opposite directions this season,
and No. 24 Notre Dame continued to ride its success as it took
both games from BG, 10-2 and
8-5, at Melissa Cook Stadium.
The Falcons fall to4-23 and have
lost 11 staight games, including
13 of their last 15 games overall.

Paige
Berger
Sophomore added
her seventh and eighth
home runs of the season

Andrea
Arney
Sophomore hit a
grand slam in the
second game

Irish got to BG's pitchers once
again, this time striking for three
runs apiece in the first and secGame one
ond innings.
Notre Dame got three runs
The Irish wasted no time in
the first game as they struck on three hits in the first inning
for two runs apiece in the first as Erin Marrone hit a two-RBI
two innings off BG starting double, and it got three runs on
pitcher Zada Lines, who sur- three hits in the second inning
rendered 10 runs on seven hits, as a Heather Johnson two-RBI
including a triple and two single pushed the Irish's lead to
home runs, in 5.1 innings.
6-0 after two innings.
Down 4-0 in the fourth inning,
Trailing 8-1 in the seventh,
the Falcons struck for their first the Falcons pulled to within
run of the game as Paige Berger four runs after Andrea Arney
connected on a home run to right hit a grand slam to center field.
center field. BG tacked one more That was all the offense BG
run in the sixth on another solo would get, however, as a sevenshot from Berger.
run deficit proved to be too
BG cut Notre Dame's lead in much to overcome.
Melissa Bott earned the loss
half, but the Irish put together a
five-run sixth inning to win by for BG, allowing six runs on
six hits in 1.1 innings pitched.
mercy rule.
Jody Valdivia earned the win Notre Dame's Laura Winter got
in the circle, allowing one run the win as she allowed just two
on five hits while striking out six. hits over four innings while
striking out five.
Game two
Up next for the Falcons is a
BYRON MACK I
The Falcons didn't get much weekend series at arch-rival
PITCH: Senior Zada Lines prepares to let the ball loose against Kent Slate earlier this season. Lnes gave up 10 runs on seven hits against Notre [
mercy in the second game as the Toledo beginning Saturday.

SPORTS
BRIEFS

SPRING FOOTBALL AT THE D0YT

Beatty, Reininlc named to
2010-11 Academic All-MAC
Team
BG swimmers Jennifer Beatty and Sarah
Reinink have been named to the 2010-11
Academic All-Mid-Amencan Conference
Swimming and Diving Team, the league
announced Tuesday afternoon.
Beatty, a pre-physical education major, has
a pefect 4.0 grade point average. During the
2010-11 season, she earned eight different topthree finishes for the Falcons.

GILLY HANSON I tllf BGNfVvS

LOOKING BACK: Falcons' quarterback Matt Schilz loots to hand the ball off to a running back during Saturday's scrimmage at Doyt Perry Stadium

FACEBOOK

TWITTER

Thomas named NABC
All-District
BG men's basketball player Scott
Thomas has been named Second-Team
All-District by the National Association of
Basketball Coaches.
Thomas was the only player in the
Mid-American Conference last season to
rank in the top 10 in the league in both
rebounding (6.7 rpg) and assists (3 5 apg).
His 65 steals is tied for fifth-most in a
single-season in BG history.

Reinink a health science major, carries a 3.56
GPA At the MAC Championships, she competed on the BG 200 free relay team that won
a silver medal. The team finished in 132.57 as it
set a new school record in the event.

Thomas ranked third in the conference
in steals and was second on the Falcons
in scoring (112 ppg). He was named AllMAC Honorable Mention for the second
straight season.

The Academic All-MAC Team consists of 27
members from seven MAC schools. To qualify, a
student-athlete must have at least a 3.20 cumulative GPA and have participated in at least 50
percent of the contests in that particular sport.

The native from Ashley, Ohio, joins
Bufalo's Zach Filzen and Byron Mulkey.
Central Michigan's Trey Ziegler and
Miami's Julian Mavunga on SecondTeam All-District.

BASEBALL

TENNIS

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG struggles in Ann Arbor

Falcons return home this weekend

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

A stain first irring for Michigan doomed the

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

Falcons Tuesday as they lost 15-1 Starting ptaher

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.
wvrw.twmcr.com/bgiMWUiwrts

Ethan McKerneyalowed six runson eight hits n
three innings of work

Looking to snap a two-match losing streak, the BG
tennis team returns to the Keefe Tennis Courts Friday
and Saturday for matches against Eastern Michigan
and Toledo Check out Friday's paper for a fut preview.

Sports" to become a fan.
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Get to know the Falcon: Senior
baseball player Clay Duncan
BACKGROUND

By Ryan Satinet
Reporter

THEBG NEWS SUDOKU
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Hometown Norwalk. Ohio

Senior co-caplian Clay
Duncan is an outgoing
and quick wilted individual who entered Tuesday's
game at Michigan hatting
.313 with 14 runs scored
and 19 I!HI-.
His grand slam home
run to center field in
Sunday's second doubleheader against Ball State
helped clinch a 10-5 victory for the Falcons.
"I have been coaching
for 21 years and Clay may
be the hardest worker
we've ever brought into
our program," said coach
Danny Schmitz.
Duncan spent his first
three years playing several different positions.
He played as an outfielder, infielder and even as
a pitcher.
During the last third
of last year's season he
became the Falcons'
everyday first baseman
and has played this position ever since.
"He has won our Aaron
Lawnrizak Mr. Hustle
Award all three years he
has been here," Schmitz
said. "He does things right
on the field, off the field
and in the classroom."

2

High School: Norwalk High
School

2

Major: Criminal Justice

Nickname: Dirt
Why BGSU?: I was accepted
and received a scholarship to
play baseball
LAUREN POFF

Pro-gam* ritual: Pray before
the game

BATTER UP: day Duncan waits for a pitch eatliei this season

Top accomplishment:
Winning back-to-back MAC
Championships

If I were a food, what would
I be f> why: I would be a Sloppy
Joe because I like to be extra sbppy

FAVORITES

The bait thing about BGSU
I found my good friends
Advice I would give to incoming freshmen: Never back
down and dont let anyone outwork you

Person most admired £ why:
My dad because he taught me
everything I know

Musical artists: Tool.
Mudvoyne. Stamd, Disturbed.
Korn, Hatebreed. System of a
Down

Place on campus & why: In the
back of the library lo get my homework done and not be bothered

Faculty or staff member ft
why: Judge Bachman because
he has taught me a lot about
how to network with people
and about the criminal justice
system

Actor/Actress: Johnny
Knoxville. John Candy. Russell
Case

Movies: Taken." "Law Abiding
Citizen. "Field of Dreams and
"Jackass"

TV shows: Married with
Children."'Gold Rush. "ESPN"

Person I'd like to meat: Lou
Brown (coach in the movie
"Major League")

Clothing you wear: Seitz
Design sweatshirt, jeans, hat and
tennis shoes

Books: The War on Drugs"

Foods: Steak/meats

Hobbies: Fishing, shooting
guns, lifting

Where I plan to be five years
from now: Working for an agency

bunt. After
After two
two walks
walks sandsand...:„\.„A ..,„..„^ .. ....:■,„„..•
wiched
around a strikeout,
Cabrera ended the game
DETROIT
—
Miguel with a single through the
Cabrera's bases-loaded sin- left side of the infield.
gle in the bottom of the
Cabrera, who was arrested
ninth gave the Detroit in February on suspicion of
Tigers a 5-4 win over the drunken driving, is hitting
Texas Rangers on Tuesday. .385 so far this season.
Ryan Raburn had two hits
Detroit lead 4-3 before
Texas tied it in the eighth for the Tigers and made a
with a run off reliever Joaquin jumping catch against the left
Benoit. lose Valverde (1-0) field wall. Detroit snapped a
worked a scoreless top of the three-game losing streak and
ninth for the Tigers, and they handed Texas its second loss
broke through against Darren of the season.
O'Day (0-1).
The Rangers were trying
Brandon Inge led off with to start 10-1 for just the seca single and moved to sec- ond time in franchise hisond on Alex Avila's sacrifice tory. There was more bad
ByNo.hTri.t.,
The Associated Press

I aCfJa.! Miguel
■■
Bl Cabrera
Hitting .585
through II games
this season

news: Texas slugger )osh
Hamilton left the game
after his first at-bat with a
strained right shoulder.
Detroit starter Brad Penny
rebounded from two unimpressive starts, allowing
three runs on seven hits in (i
2-3 innings. Texas starter C.J.
Wilson went 6 2-3 innings as
well, allowing four runs on
seven hits. He struck out four
and walked three.

Visit us on our Website for our

2011-2012
FULL LISTING!
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Song: "Lateralus" by Tool

Cabrera's walkoff single lifts Tigers over Rangers
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In Cleveland, it is
illegal to hunt or
capture mice without
a hunting license
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

PRIZESUDOKIU
Browns open 2011 preseason
with Super Bowl champ Packers
CLEVELAND (AP) — The dates and kickoff times will
Browns will open their pre- be announced in the future.
season — assuming there is
Cleveland's
first
one because of the NFL lock- road exhibition is in
out — against the Super Bowl- Philadelphia (Aug. 25-29),
champion Green Bay Packers. and the Browns will conThe Browns will host clude their preseason at
the Packers sometime Chicago (Sept. 1-2).
between Aug. 11-15 before
This will be the eighth
welcoming the Detroit straight year the Browns
Lions (Aug. 18-22).
have met the Bears in the
The team said specific- preseason finale.
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Classified Ads

Help Wanted

For Rent

2 sitters needed in Perrysburg
home for three boys.
one T & Th, one W & F. 8:30-5:30
Call Alicia at 419-973-6118

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239.

Need cleaning people lor
1-2 weeks, starts 5/8/11.
Call 419-353-0325
Play Sports! Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors for all land, adventure &
water sports. Great summerl
888-844-8080. apply:
campcfidaLcojD
PT Bartender needed, exp. pref.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1278. BG, OH 43402

1419-372-6977
Thi' B<; NMM *MII MM knowingly
iccvpi •dveflbantnu thai dbcriml
nate. or encourags dtocrimlfiailoi)
against any itMllvulii.il nt Rtmip mi
ihf b.isis DI rare. M>\ IOIUI ami.
religion. naiHin.li origin, mutl orien
wiioti. dlnbllt) staiin ts i vvtcnn
or on the bub ol .im uihrt II-^JIK.'
protected suiua

" . rg I '. I iSH apts. S650 S up
recently updated, small pels ok
619 High St Call 216-337-6010.

Services Offered

7 Early 20th-century year
8 Early antiseptic compound
9 Get in the way ol
10 In a dilemma
11 "The Guns ol Navarone"
author MacLean
12 Hiking boots, e.g.
13 Galena or hematite
19 Civil rights gp.
21 Trapshooting
25 "Lord knows _!"
26 Rent-a-car option
29 Tampa NFLer
31 "Beowulf." e.g.
32 Dole out
35 Genealogy abbr.
36 Discover fortuitously
37 Scoffer's words
38. Nostra
39 Hangs on (o
40 Pres. after GWB
41 Chopping, as garlic

Avail. August 2011. 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
606 5th St - $750/mo
118 Clay St - S875/mo
3BR apt-443 N. Enterprise-$500.
2BR apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2458 for more info

House w/ 3 seperate 1 BR units,
all avail in June. S450/mo ♦ elec.
All w sep entrnc. 419-654-5716

1 room eflic. shared bath,
co-ed only, turn, avail 7/15/11.
2BR apt avail June 1, $500/mo,
3BR house, avail. Aug 15. 2011,
large 3BR apt. avail August 1st.
Call 419-601-3225.
1. 2 S 3 BR apts on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

Child Care Teachers/Assistants
State licensed/NAEYC accredited
program Degree and/or exp in
education or related Held prel.
FT (seasonal) hours during
summer with possible PT hours
during school year
Apply at the Catholic Club,
1601 JeHerson Ave. Toledo. OH
or e-mail resume to:
resumes@CatholicClub org

Brick home. 2BR. nice, near
campus, $750/mo, avail 7/2011.
Call 352-5882.

Free Heat & Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www. varsitysquareapts com

1 BR upper apt. A/C. avail Aug
S. Summit, 12 month lease.
S350/mo* util call 419-866-9281

(BARTENDING1 up lo S30O/day.
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800 965-6520 x174

Lifeguard & Swim Instructors
Lifeguard. First Aid & CPR
Cert required Exp in teaching
lessons a plus PT, FT (seasonal)
for summer. S8.25-$9.50/hr
Apply at Catholic Club.
1601 Jefferson Ave. Toledo. OH
or e-mail resumes to;
raaumas@CatholicClub.org

6"... man _ mouse?"

6 BR house, 916 Third St.
Avail Aug 1. W/D, close to
campus. $!500/mo. Free parking
419-308-2676 bgtoledorent.com

Eflic, 1 & 2 BR apts, May or Aug
For more info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh.rr com

1 BR apt, close to campus,
S395/mo ♦ electric, pet friendly.
Call 419-708-9981.

Help Wanted

Kidzwatch all centers now hiring
care givers for days, eves &
weekends. Send resume or apply
in person at 3150 Bostwick.
Levis Commons. Perrysburg. OH
mlo@kidzwatch.net
www kidzwatch.net

1 Pick-up _: toy
2 Also
3 Newspaper btgwig
4 Model's stance
5 Is able to

426 E. Wooster. 3 bedroom,
$750/mo. avail August 2011
Call 419-352-5882.

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
S99 Deposit Special!

1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus.
ideal tor grad students, avail.May.
call Gary at 419-352-5414

Immediate Direct Care
Openings in BG, Haskins,
Wabridge & Portage!
II you love to interact with people,
demonstrate creativity & deal with
something challenging every day.
this is the job lor you' Wood
Lane Residential Seivices. Inc. is
hiring lor FT. PT & subs positions
to individuals with developmental
disabilities S9-$13.!8/hr based
on exp. Require High School
Diploma or GED & valid driveis
license & acceptable driving
record (tor driving positions only)
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application
from WLRS, 545 Pearl Street.
Bowling Green, OH. Mon-Fri
Or download application at:
www wks.org
EOE

The Daily Crossword Fix The Tanning Center

For Renl

the BG Hem reserves il»- righl i»
decline dbconrlnue or revise iny
advoniM-mcni such U ihOSC fotinil
to he defaruioq ' rddng n tn lutl
t>a«iv Mu-K.uiiiii:-.: I the n nature Ml
advriti*ennn!N ire subject lo editing
and approval

Ben Franklin oflets
UPS Shipping!
Boxes, packing & pickup available
Prices vary, call 419 352-3389

WWWBGNEWS.COM

1, 2 S 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F.
www.BGApartments.com
1.2. 3 8 4 BR houses,
near downtown. $400-S900/mo.
Call 419-356-5437.
11-12 houses remain, apts/effic.
all next to campus, 419-353-0325.
CartyRentals.com/some sem only
Also summer only rentals avail.
2 BR & 3BR houses.
S600mo + utilities.
Avail Aug Call 419-352-4850.
2BRapt Hall Block from BGSU.
S550'mo elec & gas incl, unfurn.
Avail 5/15/11. call419-601-3108.

ACROSS

61
1 Dance move
5 Give a free ticket to
9 _-Abyssmtan War: 1936 Mussolini
triumph
14 Task list heading
15 Foot's curve
16 Grinding tooth
17 Bird sacred to Tut
18 "I'll pay whatever you're asking*
20 Doves' homes
22 Holy smoke
23 "Rock and Roll. Hoochie _ ':
1974 hit
24 Spodage automaker
27 As _ as Methuselah
28"... three men m a
"
30 Cost to the customer, as of illicit
drugs
33 Toon storekeeper from India
34 Problem for Pauline
35 Brake component
36 Smooth urbamfe

Jay-Mar 803/815 8th St - 2BRs.
S475-495/mo +gas/elec A/C.
D/W. university shuttle, great
location! Call 419-354-6036.
www.bghighlandmgmt com
May-12 month leases
230 N Enterprise -1br-$380/mo
322 E. Court - 1br - $440/mo.
453 S. Prospect -1 br - S330/mo.
266 Manville - 2br -$590/mo
837 3rd St - 3br - $825/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
NEW REDUCED RENT!
Houses 1 block from BGSU,
239 Manville • S750/mo
227 S College - $750/mo.
Good condition, pet friendly!
419-352-6064. 500 Lehman.
www.froboserentals.com

TG

Room for rent, S College.
$350/mo, utils incl. newly
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THE HEAT'
525 Ridge I 419-353-3588
10 beds. 1 booth • no appi.needed

LAUNDROMAT 5«v«nj06r

??3 S .Main 419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booths • appt. available

^MM
stnez

COZY, clean 2 rm effic. utils incl.
S435/mo. ideal for grad students.
no pets, non-smoking, 12 mo
lease, call 419-352-2104
Subleaser needed. 220 Court St
May to July 31st. S260/mo util incl
Lrg studio. 419-438-3953

fffiOt

For Rent

The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd
S365-S395/mo -f elec.
1 BR apts avail, newly updated.
laundry on site, great location,
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

Call 419-354-6036

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS

$8 - $14+ an hour!
Part Time during school
II Time during summer break
www.homecitylce.com
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

4 BR house. 1 bath. W/D.
S Summit St. $795/mo + ulils,
Avail Aug 7th. call 419-866-9281.

SOUTHSIDE

ANSWERS

For Renl

Shamrock Studio Apts for lease
Semester leases, furnished.
We provide all util. cable. WiFi,
cats allowed. Call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

2BR upper apt on a quiet street,
$525/mo + utilities.
Call 419-352-3139 after 5pm.

3 BR house.unfurn.139 S College
$890/mo. inclds. gas. dep. req
Avail 8/15/11. year lease
Call 419-601-3108.

"

For Rent

2BR apt. available in May.
close to campus! $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2458.

3 & 4BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St.
Avail May S August 2011
Pets welcome Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com

THE WASH HOUSE

Center/t

TanningCenterBG.com

Nice 1BR. near campus.
Avail August 2011. $425/mo,
Call 419-352-5882

remodeledlCall 419-708-9981

wr

77IP

i^iJKmMjmZ^jm .#% 248N Mam I 419-354-1559
tlWMWMMWli! ,6heds 2 booths - Mystic Tan
\AJ *# C4# MX/ No appolntmenl needed

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments!, Houses! Condos!
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 S. Main St. BG
419-352-5620

Nice, large 6BR. zoned for 6,
2 baths, avail May. MUST SEE!
$1675/mo, call 419-353-0326

40 Campus VIP
42 Double-reed winds
43 "She Done _ Wrong": Mae
West film
44 Subiect of a highly classified
file
50 Small bill
51 Mustard's rank: Abbr.
52 Audible dance style
53 Pub purchase
54 Homemade shorts
57 Lazy : revolving tray
59 "Not another word!"
62 Use UPS
63 Sound that might accompany
37-Down
64 French franc successor
65 "The __ Love": Gershwin song
66 Moorehead of "Bewitched"
67 Chess standoff
68 Yemen city on its own gulf

Runs fast
Vegan staple
Director Hitchcock
"Cosby" actress
Phylicta
Jerry's female friend,
on "Seinfeld*
Pan of a daunting
split, m bowling
Rugby radial
Cast aspersions on
West Point mrts.
When doubled, a
Gabor
Savings vehicle for
later yrs.
Comics punch sound

ALSO INCLUDED
Two Outdoor Pools
On-Site laundry Facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet S Appliances
Rent Payable Online
lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses
Off Street & Guest Parking
Recycling Program
Free Video Library with New Releases

1-800-899-8070

The BG News is now
accepting applications for
Summer & Fall
2011 Staffs
REPORTERS
WEB
STAFF

STAFF
EDITORS

VIDEOGRAPH ERS
OPINION

COLUMNISTS

ON-LINE

MEDIA

PHOTOGRAPHERS
MULTI-MEDIA
GRAPHIC
COPY

ASSISTANTS

DESIGNERS
EDITORS

Applications are available in
210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 18.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com

GAS
Heat/Hot Water/Cooking
INCLUDED

STOP BY
AND SEE US

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

No Appointments Necessary

INCLUDED

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED
WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

winthrop@gefdenicli.com
www.winthfopterface.com

